Introduction to QEEE and its implementation at MCKVIE

Quality Enhancement in Engineering Education (QEEE) is an initiative of MHRD, Govt. of India to enhance quality of engineering education and bridge the quantity-quality gap. To ensure that, three measures has been proposed by QEEE committee such as i) direct to student program ii) Program on teachers training iii) recommendations on policy reforms. IIT Madras is conducting the program under able leadership of Prof. Ashok Jhunjhunwala. Initially, 100 colleges were selected for pilot program of QEEE. MCKV Institute of Engineering was one of them. This programme would take MCKVIE at par IIT standards within ten years time.

QEEE program is based on direct to student module. There are four subsections, such as Live classes, Live labs, Tutorials, Massive open online courses and Bridge courses. We have successfully participated in the program. MHRD in their recent survey has placed MCKVIE among the 17 best participating engineering colleges among about 100 colleges in India. **MCKVIE is the only one recipient Institute in West Bengal of this honour.**